
Southern Hemisphere GHOST Test Program

Status Report 

1 March to 7 May 1969.

Flights

Flight 187404 FFF was launched at 1830 UT on 6 March 1969.
Flight 188285/2 RX was launched at 1951 UT on 6 March 1969.
Flight 189406 W W W was launched at 1855 UT on 10 March 1969
Flight 190407 BBB was launched at 1958 UT on 12 March 1969
Flight 191225 GL was launched at 0109 UT on 18 March 1969
Flight 192401 KKK was launched at 1929 UT on 19 March 1969
Flight 193403 HHH was launched at 2017 UT on 27 March 1969
Flight 194406 JJJ was launched at 0028 UT on 31 March 1969
Flight 195903 LLL was launched at 2123 UT on 16 April 1969
Flight 196903 LLL was launched at 0345 UT on 23 April 1969

The following balloons are presumed still flying as of 7 May 1969:

188285/2 RX —  63 days

191225 GL —  51 days

193403 HHH - - 4 2  days

12057/2 EW/DZFJAL -- 104 days

15053/7 EK/IR -- 99 days

Flight Status - 30 Millibars

Four flights were made from Ascension Island at 30 millibars in 
January, 1969.

Flight 08035 EG burst as it reached altitude due to a faulty attachment.

Flight 07031 ER failed on the 92nd day of flight. This balloon was a 

bilaminated Mylar balloon with a thick adhesive layer. The balloon failed 

catastrophically since it had adequate overpressure on the last day it was 
heard.

Flight 09037 EA failed after 77 days. This balloon was made of the 

same material as flight 07. It also showed adequate overpressure up until 
the time it failed.

Flight 10032 EU was a conventional bilaminated Mylar balloon. It 

failed on its 70th day. It also showed adequate overpressure during its 
flight.

Flight 162033/6 DP and Flight 163036/2 AV, which were launched from 

Christchurch, are presumed down after 172 and 141 days, respectively. H o w 

ever, there is a possibility that one or both of these balloons are in the 
Antarctic night.

Flight Status - 50 Millibars

Five flights were made from Ascension Island at 50 millibars in January,

1969.
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Flight 14055 ED came down after 9 days. It was a conventional bilam

inated Mylar balloon. It showed leakage throughout its entire life and 

went underpressure on its 9th day and failed.

Flight 11056 EN and Flight 13054 EM were Mylar-Saran-Mylar trilam

inated balloons. Both balloons showed adequate overpressure during their 

flight life. They failed on their 62nd and 57th days of flight respectively.

Flight 12057 EW and Flight 15053 EK are conventional bilaminated Mylar 

balloons. Both are holding pressure and still flying.

Flight Status - 100 Millibars

Flight 130101 XZ which was flying at a density altitude equivalent to 

143 millibars came down after 323 days.

Flight Status - 200 Millibars

Flight 188285/2 RX and Flight 191225 GL were flown to test a lightweight 

hypsometer for pressure measurements. Flight 188 RX is flying at 280 mb, and 
Flight 191 GL is flying at 225 mb.

Flight Status - 400 Millibars

Six flights were made at 400 millibars. Three were with metallized top 
caps and three without caps.

Flight 189406 W W W  was damaged at launch when it struck the side of a 

building. It flew for 8 days. The longest flight in this series is Flight 

193403 HHH which is still flying after 42 days. This is an uncapped balloon.

Flight Status - 900 Millibars

Flight 195903 LLL, a cylinder balloon, was flown at a radar measured 

altitude of 1040 meters. It flew for three days, came back over land and 

struck the side of a mountain. It was recovered at an altitude of 1200 

meters. This balloon was repaired and re-flown in heavy rain. It was 

tracked by radar for an hour in which it maintained an altitude of approx

imately 500 meters in heavy rain. It was lost in mountainous country north 
of Christchurch. This balloon provided proof of the ability of a waxed 
cylinder balloon to fly through intense precipitation.

Plans

Tests are continuing on the high frequency, direction finding station 

at Christchurch. An  even more promising technique suggested by Professor 
Morel is being evaluated for improved balloon location. This involves 

the simultaneous use of sun angle elevation and the vertical component 

of the e a r t h fs magnetic field to provide location. The first flight of 

a magnetometer is planned for mid May 1969. The complete magnetometer 
instrument weighs less than 100 grams.



Eight flights will be made at 400 millibars during the month of June.

Seven flights will be made from Ascension Island in August at 30 and 

50 millibars.

Ten flights are planned from Johnston Island at 925 millibars, if 

permission is granted for the flights.

Work is continuing on improved water shedding coatings for balloons 

flying below the freezing level. A  paper summarizing the attributes of 
various coatings is in process.

A  decision will be made within the next two months on the technique 

to be used for improved location measurements for use in the experimental 

operational program. Plans for an extensive program of 200 millibar flights 

will be made jointly with the W.M.O. and the interested nations of the 
Southern Hemisphere.


